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OBJECTIVES 

General  

Enable students to identify and assess the needs of customers and consumers, expressed 

in perceived value in relation to the company's products and services, aiming to turn it into 

an opportunity for your business. 

 

Específic 

• Provide an understanding of the multiple dimensions involved in the perception and 

desires of customers and consumers, in their experience with the products or services 

offered by the company, in addition to the rationality of the cost / benefit ratio. 

• Enable students to use mechanisms and tools of the marketing process, in order to enable 

them to characterize what is of value to customers and consumers, enabling them to take 

advantage of an effective business opportunity. 

 

FOCUS AND APPROACH 

The discipline focuses on meeting the needs and desires of customers and consumers, 

capable of creating value for them, as crucial factors for exploring new market 

opportunities. 

The approach uses the application of theories and tools applied to students' concrete 

situations, providing space for the discussion of issues in their professional treatment, with 

the elaboration of applied works. Also, the approach is of an applied nature, providing a 

broad discussion on the use of the methodology adopted in the discipline. 

  

VALUE CREATION TO THE CUSTOMER
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CONTENT 

1.  The multiple dimensions of the perception of value by customers and consumers 

2.  Understanding B2C consumer behavior, aiming to create value 

3.  Understanding B2B consumer behavior, aiming at value creation 

4. Instruments and techniques for creating and evaluating the value attributed to 

products/services 

5.  Enabling conditions for offering value 

6.  Implications for resources, processes and capabilities 

7.  Creation of value for other stakeholders 

8. Creation of value KPIs. 

 

TEACHING-LEARNING STRATEGY 

The teaching-learning process comprises the following basic procedures: previous 

readings, classroom discussions and development of practical work, carried out in groups 

of students or individually. 

Classes take place in person. In these classes, concepts and approaches are discussed 

in order to understand the fundamentals of the various themes involved in the process of 

creating value for the customer.  

The product of the course is a complete practical work, but succinct, structured in the 

format of the Course Completion Work report, which appears in the book “Methodology for 

Practical and Applied Works” and with complementary support material. This project is 

presented by the students in the last class, in plenary. 
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